
THE CONTENT
MACHINE

A Duplicatable System To Quickly Churn Out
Valuable Content That Attracts Your Dream Athletes

And Converts Them Into Clients and Profit
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Why Do You Need Content?
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1. To Maintain a Healthy Email List
 By now, you should know the importance of having an email list. The First vital reason to
create content is because of its critical ability to keep your email list engaged, opening
and clicking through your emails. 

Your email subscribers have joined your list to receive consistent value from you, and
there is no better way to deliver that value than to create, educational, inspirational and
entertaining content, which in return will

Content is something that you can send to your email list to keep your open and click
through rates high.

We recommend that you're sending your list content at least one per week to keep them
engaged, which makes it more likely for them to take you up on your offers when you
have upcoming camp, clinics or online training products for sale. Which leads us to #2...

2. Content Sells (No separation between content and promos)
A lot of time Promotional campaigns advertising and content are divided, when in reality,
there's no need to do so. You own both the content and the offers, so you have the
ability to blend both together, which actually comes across as more natural as opposed
to a hard sell. Product placement is a good example. 

 If you understand how to create valuable content that maps back to an offer, you can
easily move people to take action on whatever your objective in mind may be. 

When properly crafted, all of your content can be promotions that comes across as only
value. When in return generate more profit and eliminates the need to isolate the two. 



Content is Key To Retargeting
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3. Content is Key To Retargeting
This is how we view our content and how you should be viewing content as well to
maximize it. The Power of Content and Retargeting is a Game Changer for how you can
drive potential clients to your offers, camps, clinics, online products, in-person training
services, etc. whatever it is that you want to accomplish. 

So what exactly is Retargeting? 
 Retargeting, also known as remarketing, is a form of online advertising that can help you
keep your brand in front of parents and athletes after they leave your website. For most
websites, only 2% of people who visit will buy on the first visit. 

Retargeting is a tool designed to help you reach the 98% of people leave your site
without buying or entering any contact information.

How Does ReTargeting Work?
Retargeting is a cookie-based technology that allows you to anonymously ‘follow’ your
audience all over the Web. When an athlete visits your site, your website has the ability
to drop a cookie (an invisible piece of data) on their device. This cookie will track that
athlete's activity on your website. 

What's The Purpose?
 People come to your website every single day and they leave. Most of the time without
opting in or buying anything, they're just gone without any trace of ever being there.
Happens All The Time. Let's say they visit a specific page about your upcoming camp. 

In the event that that athlete doesn't take a specific action that you specify, i.e. register
for your camp,  that cookie then follows them back to Facebook and Instagram showing
them an AD about the camp they left earlier. There will be a percentage of those people
who you'll recapture their interest for that camp and you'll bring them back to signup.



Content is Key To Retargeting
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The combination of content and retargeting is not just ideal, but essential
as most of the time, people are just coming to consuming content. 
They're reading, or watching your videos, then eventually they get distracted and leave,
put their phone down, go eat, etc.

 Content is what we Share around the web and gets us a lot of traffic. 
People DO buy straight from your content, but the concept of using retargeting for those
that don't purchase/signup will dramatically increase conversions and create an
Extremely Powerful Marketing Machine. 
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CREATE MY CONTENT MACHINE!

So, now that you understand:  
1. You need content, including to maintain a

healthy email list.
2. There should be no separation between

content and your promotions
3. That Content and Retargeting is a

Powerful combination.

You have the ability to start creating c

SO, WHAT'S NEXT?? 

 Our Game Plan called, The
Content Machine
INSIDE THIS GAME PLAN, WE
BREAKDOWN EVERYTHING, INCLUDING:

Take advantage now and Create Your
Content Machine

Why and How to create an Content Calendar

How To Create High Quality Content QUICKLY

How To Retarget athletes that leave w/o buying

What to do when you find a piece of content that's

crushing it and how to monetize it.

Squeeze EVERY piece of ROI out of that content so

that you aren't continuously going back to create

new content from scratch.

and so much more

https://hoopsinstitute.com/lockerroom

